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retreated intothe glacier valley the meltwater from the Kluane Glacier would have
taken the easier route across the ablation
drift at the confluence of the two valleys.
The complexityof
the networkofriver
channelsindicates a number of periods of
formation which may have been due to fluctuations of the DonjekGlacierterminus.
Drainagechangeshaveoccurredover
the
last 35 years with periods of surge and ablation of the Donjek Glacier and it is thought
that similar late Hypsithermal fluctuations
may have been responsible for the formation
of the gorges.
It is considered that there is evidence for
a stable phase of the Donjek and Kluane
Glaciers lateinthe
Hypsithermal period.
This position is down valley of the Neoglacial maximum position whichcontrasts
with the documented situation in the Kaskawulsh Valley. Late in the Hypsithermal the
glaciers retreated from thisstable position,
the Kluane Glacier retreating to a Neoglacia1 position 15 miles up valley andthe
DonjekGlacierapparentlyretreating
only
a short distance before readvancing to its
Neoglacial maximum position.
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The Simulation of Subsurface
Effects on the Diurnal
Surface Thermal Regime in
Cold Regions
BACKGROUND

Layered substrate materials are
common
in nature; theseincludenaturally
stratified
soils, ice and snow. In addition solar radiation penetrates the surface and produces
subsurfaceheating in snow and iceterrain.
The stratification problem has beentreated
by numerous authors as variation of the
periodicheat
flow problem using surface
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THE PROBLEM

Surfacetravel velocity incold regions is
largely dictated by phase transitions in near
surface water and the depth to which these
transitionshave extended during the warm
season of the year. A majorsite factor in
the location of arctic buildings, pipelines,
roadways and airfields is the substrate environment and
the
distribution of large
masses of ground ice which are relatively
free of mineral soil. Under certain conditions
several tens of metres of relatively pure ice
may underlie surface materials which in no
way appear radically different from the surroundingterrain
or similarfeatures.Two
extreme examples are the massive segregation ice beds of the western Canadian Arctic
coast5 and ice-cored rock glacierss.

to 20 cm., 30 cm., and 40 cm. beneath wet
peatsurface by setting the temperature at
0°C. at all grid points below this level for
all iterations. The results of that simulation
are presented in Fig. 1. Note that the maximum contrastoccursduring
the period of
low sun andthatthe
contrastrapidly
decreases with active layerdepth. Thesame
pattern was noted earlier in an investigation
of the thermal influence of a rock glacier ice
corelo.
0

THE LAYERED-SUBSTRATESURFACE
CLIMATE SIMULATOR

As an extension of earlier research on the
simulation of needle ice growth and ablation
at Vancouver, British Columbia,asurface
climate simulator based on equilibrium temperature theory has been improved to handle
the variation of substrate thermal properties
with depth and the penetration of solar radiation in the case of ice and snow cover. The
layeredmodel employs an iterativesolution
of the Fickian diffusion equation over equally
spaced grid points. The spacing of the grid
points is determined by the layer having the
largest value of thermal diffusivity using the
numerical stability criteria discussed by
Kreith'. The penetration of solar radiation,
in the snow and ice case, and the estimation
of resultant subsurface heating effects follows
the treatment by Maykut and Untersteinera.
Each grid point in the one-dimensional model
is assigned thermal properties determined by
the substratestratigraphy. A description of
the development of the general simulator and
its application is already in the literatures9Q.
This treatment provides numerical stability
when the computation depth is terminated at
an isothermallayer or level dueto phase
change (active layer, lake-sea ice) at depths
less than the diurnal dampingdepth of the
substrate composite. Two examples of possible applications follow.
THE ACTIVE LAYER SIMULATION

The effect of increasing active layer depth
on the surface thermal regime was simulated
at
for a western Canadiancoastallocation
69" 30' N., under clear summer solstice
conditions. Thearea
was assumed to be
homogeneously covered with a 10 cm. deep
layer of wet peatabovesandy
gravel. The
depth of the active layer was varied from 10
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Surfacethermalresponse;stratigraphy:
peatabovesandygravel;
1) Active
layer depth 10 cm.; 2) Active layer depth 20 cm.;
3) Activelayerdepth
30 cm.; 4) Activelayer
depth 40 cm.

FIG. 1.
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LAKE ICE DEPTH SIMULATION

The effect of increasing lake ice depth was
also simulated with surface radiation penetration for a Great Lakeslocation at 50" N.
under clear winter solstice conditions. Thirty
per cent of the absorbed solar radiation was
assumed to penetrate the surfaceand
the
pure ice depth was varied from 140 to 70 cm.
and 35 cm. by setting all temperatures in the
substrate grid at the icepoint as above. In
addition one run was made with the following stratigraphy to explore the effects of
stratified snow cover: 0 to 5 cm. fresh snow,
5 to 15 cm. packed drift and 15 to 160 cm.
lake ice. The surface thermal responses are
presented in Fig. 2.
Notethe wide variance in mean diurnal
temperature produced by the decreasing
depth of pure lake ice and the influence of
snow cover and itslargedistortion of both
the mean surface temperature and the phase
and amplituderelationshipsincomparison
with the deep pure ice case.
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site studies in arctic and alpineenvironments.
Inshort,the
capacity for modellingthe
surfacethermal responseas a function of
the surface and substrate environment vastly
increases the accessible informationcontent
of thermal infrared maps particularly where
these are acquired at severaltimesduring
the diurnal cycle.
Sam I . Outcalt
Department of Geography
Ann Arbor, U.S.A.
University of Michigan
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PIG. 2. Surface
thermalresponse
to lake ice
depth; 1) Stratigraphy: 0-5 cm. fresh snow, 5-15
cm.packed drift, 15-160 cm. lake icer 2) Pure
lake Ice depth 140 cm.; 3) Pure lake Ice depth
70 cm.; 4) Pure lake ice depth 35 cm.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

It would appear that melting rock glacier
ice cores, massive ground ice and active layer
depthvariationscontribute
significantly to
thesurface thermal regimevariance when
thesefeatures
are relatively close tothe
surface. It would however appear that lake
and sea
ice
depth
variations
with either
spatiallyhomogeneouslight
snow cover or
none should be detectable particularly where
there are large depth variations.
Whereassurfaceclimatesimulationpresents an explicit method of estimating the
influence of a wide range of surface environmental factors, specifically albedo, emissivity,
substrate radiation extinction (ice and snow),
roughness, wetness, stratified thermal properties, slope and exposure, the method would
appear to be extremelyvaluablein the experimental design and hypothesis formation
phases of thermal mapping investigations in
cold regions. Furthermore as the strategy can
be employed to estimate the sensitivity of
the surface thermal response to individual
environmentalfactors
the methoddictates
the ground truth requirements for exploratory
investigations. Lastly as process and environmentalinformation
becomes available the
strategy canbe used to construct explicit
deterministic physical models of the spatial
and temporalvariance
of surface thermal
response which can be employed as
an
analytical portion of a remote sensing reconnaissance system specific to trafficability and
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